To help engineers and equipment operators improve the operating efficiency of their mills, service center, or processing operation, we offer an array of customized seminars. These sessions can take place in your facility or at ASKO. The content is customized to your requirements and schedules. Our seminars are also available to OEMs as support for their staff and their customers. Let us know your interests and we will design a seminar for your needs.

**WE OFFER ASSISTANCE WITH THE FOLLOWING:**

**Shearing with Straight/Long Shear Knives:**
- Hot Crop Shearing (HSM)
- Cold shearing thin sheet
- Cold shearing thick plate (HPM)
- Cold shearing Automotive sheet
- Cold shearing high tensile materials
- Hot shearing with Pendulum Shears (CSP)
- Hot, TMT & Cold shearing Wire, Rod & Bar Mills

**Shearing with Rotary Shear Knives Steel & Non-Ferrous:**
- Rotary side trimming in CPL & PPPL
- Rotary side trimming cold rolled sheet
- Heavy Gauge slitting
- Precision Slitting with Edgemaster™ set-up software
- Hydraulic Locking Nuts

**Liners & Wear-Plates for:**
- Roll Stack (precision) Alignment
- Roll Stack Support (Rocker & Screw down plates)
- HSM Edger, Rougher and (Tandem) Finishing stands
- Stainless HSM Reversing and Tandem stands
- HPM Reversing stands
- CRM Reversing, Steckel and Tandem stands
- Temper Mill and Skin Pass Reversing stands
- Hydra-Liners

**General Content:**
- Basic theory
- Practical parameters
- Metallurgy & material selection
- Maintenance aspects
- Reconditioning aspects
- Inspection